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Abstra t

We extend Haskell with regular expression patterns. Regular expression patterns provide means for mat hing and extra ting data
whi h goes well beyond ordinary pattern mat hing as found in
Haskell. It has proven useful for string manipulation and for proessing stru tured data su h as XML. Regular expression patterns
an be used with arbitrary lists, and work seamlessly together with
ordinary pattern mat hing in Haskell.
Our extension is lightweight, it is little more than synta ti sugar.
We present a semanti s and a type system, and show how to implement it as a prepro essor to Haskell.
Categories and Subje t Des riptors

D.3.2 [Language Classi ations℄: Appli ative (fun tional) languages; D.3.3 [Language Constru ts and Features℄: Patterns
General Terms

Languages
Keywords

A well-known example of a onstru t that provides deeper and
more omplex retrievals are regular expressions for strings. While
this is not a very ommon feature among programming languages it
is one of the key onstru ts that have made Perl so popular. Regular
expressions are ideal for various forms of string manipulation, text
extra tion et , however, they remain a very domain spe i and adho onstru t targeted only for one parti ular data stru ture, namely
strings.
On another axis we nd the re ent trend in XML entri languages. The rst attempts at su h languages used the ordinary pattern mat hing fa ility of fun tional languages to analyze XML fragments [MS99℄. This was found to be too restri tive, so in order to
be able to express more sophisti ated patterns and transformations
on XML fragments the notion of regular expression patterns were
invented. Examples of languages in luding this feature are XDu e
[HP03℄ and CDu e [BCF03℄. While this is a great boost for the
XML programmer, in the ase of XDu e it only works for XML
data and not for any other data. Furthermore those pattern mat hing onstru ts are losely tied to rather sophisti ated type systems
whi h makes them somewhat heavyweight.
In this paper we extend Haskell with regular expression patterns.
Our extension has the following advantages:


Regular expressions, pattern mat hing, Haskell
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Introdu tion

Pattern mat hing as found in many fun tional languages is a ni e
feature. It allows for lear and su int denitions of fun tions by
ases and works very naturally together with algebrai data types.
But sometimes ordinary pattern mat hing is not enough. A distin t
feature of this form of pattern mat hing is that it only examines the
outermost onstru tors of a data type. While this allows for ef ient
implementations it is also a rather limited onstru t for analysing
and retrieving data.





Our proposal is lightweight. It is hardly more than synta ti
sugar. Most notably it does not require any omplex additions
to the type system.
It works for arbitrary lists. It is a general onstru t and not
tied to a spe i data type for elements. But it should be noted
that it works in parti ular for strings sin e strings are just lists
of hara ters in Haskell.
It ts seamlessly with the ordinary pattern mat hing fa ility
found in Haskell.

In this paper we give a detailed semanti s and type system of regular expression patterns. The extension has been implemented as a
prepro essor to Haskell, and we sket h the implementation
While we have hosen to fo us on Haskell in this paper there are
very little Haskell spe i details. We are quite ondent that our
proposal ould be adapted to any similar fun tional language.
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In re ent years a number of papers have been devoted to developing ef ient pattern mat hing and ef ient regular mat hing
[Fri04, HM03, Lev03℄. This is not the on ern of this paper. Although ef ien y is an important onsideration we fo us only on
language design.

Another issue that we do not address is the question of overlapping and exhaustive patterns. We are ondent that the existing
te hniques developed for XML entri languages will do the job
ni ely [HVP00℄. Note also that in general it is unde idable to he k
whether patterns are overlapping or non-exhaustive in Haskell beause of guards, so in our setting it is something of a non-issue.
2
2.1

Regular expression patterns by example
Ordinary pattern mat hing

Assume that we have the following datatype representing an entry
in an address book.
data Conta t = Person Name [Conta tMode℄
data Conta tMode = Tel TelNr

We an assume that the types Name and TelNr are type synonyms
for String. The reason for not inlining TelNr in Conta t is beause we will later want to add other means of onta t, e.g. email
addresses, to our address book.
Now onsider two different fun tions that extra t information from
a onta t; firstTel will return the rst TelNr in the list of onta t
modes asso iated with a onta t. lastTel will analogously return
the last asso iated TelNr. The rst is easy to write using simple
pattern mat hing on a onta t:
firstTel :: Conta t -> TelNr
firstTel (Person _ (Tel nr : _)) = nr
firstTel (Person _ [℄) = error "No Tel"

The se ond fun tion, although its fun tionality is very similar to
firstTel, annot be written in the same simple way. We must
instead resort to re ursion and an auxiliary fun tion to step through
the list until we rea h the end.
lastTel :: Conta t -> TelNr
lastTel (Person _ nrs) = aux nrs
where aux [℄ = error "No Tel"
aux [Tel nr℄ = nr
aux (_:nrs) = aux nrs

Although the two fun tions have very similar fun tionality, only
one of them an be written using dire t pattern mat hing. Why is
this so? The answer lies, of ourse, in the list datatype. A (nonempty) list has a head and a tail, so extra ting the rst element is
easy. To get to the last element however, we must re ursively look
at the tail for its last element. In other words, we must rst mat h
on the stru ture of the list, before being able to look at the elements.
Haskell has a onstru t for mat hing dire tly on the elements of a
list, but only for xed-size lists. If we know that a onta t never has
more than three phone numbers, we ould write lastTel as (we
will ignore the erroneous ase from now on)
lastTel (Person _ [Tel nr℄) = nr
lastTel (Person _ [_, Tel nr℄ = nr
lastTel (Person _ [_, _, Tel nr℄ = nr

Clearly this is not a very good solution. Even for this very small
task we must write far more than we are omfortable with, and
for larger lists or more omplex datatypes this approa h qui kly
be omes infeasible. What we need is a way of saying mat h a list
ontaining a Tel, pre eded by any number of other elements. This
is where regular expression patterns enter the pi ture.

2.2

Regular expression patterns

Mathemati ally a regular expression denes a regular language,
where language in this ontext means a (possibly innite) set of
words, and ea h word is a sequen e of elements taken from some
alphabet. We an use a regular expression as a validator and try to
mat h an arbitrary word against it to nd out if the word belongs to
that regular language or not. The basi regular expression operators
are repetition, on atenation and hoi e. Con atenation is straightforward, ab means a followed by b. Choi e (ajb) means either a or
b. Repetition a means zero or more o urren es of a. Repetition
an be dened using hoi e and re ursion as a = ejaa where e
denotes the empty sequen e. As an example, onsider the regular
expression e = a  jb. The language dened by e, denoted L(e), is
the set of all words onsisting of only a's or only b's, in luding the
empty word. We have that aa 2 L(e), bbb 2 L(e), but ab 2
= L(e). In
other words, aa and bbb both mat h the regular expression e, but
ab doesn't.
This notion of treating a regular expression as a validator is very
similar to the on ept of pattern mat hing in Haskell. We take a
Haskell value (a word) and a pattern (a regular expression) and try
to mat h them, getting a yes or no as the result. Combining these
two on epts is straight-forward, yielding what we all regular expression patterns. As noted, a regular expression an be mat hed
against a sequen e of elements from some alphabet. Lifting this
idea into Haskell, a regular expression pattern an be mat hed
against a list of elements of some datatype. When we speak of a
sequen e, we mean a sequen e of elements in the abstra t sense. In
ontrast, when we speak of a list, we mean the list datatype that is
used to en ode sequen es in Haskell.
Returning to our lastTel fun tion, we an now easily write it with
a single pattern mat h by using a repetition regular expression pattern:
lastTel (Person _ [_*, Tel nr℄) = nr

We write on atenation using ommas as with ordinary Haskell
lists, and we denote repetition with *. As we an see from the example, regular expression patterns are a tually more exible than bare
regular expressions. A regular expression is built from elements
of some alphabet, the same alphabet that the words it may mat h
are built from. A regular expression pattern on the other hand is
built from patterns over elements of some datatype, allowing us
to use onstru ts like wild ards and pattern variables. We use the
term regular expression pattern both for the subpatterns (repetition,
hoi e et ) and for a top-level list pattern that ontains the former.
It should be lear from the ontext whi h we are referring to.
2.3

Repetition and Ambiguities

Let us see what else we an do with regular expression patterns.
First, as promised, we extend our datatype with email addresses.
data Conta t = Person Name [Conta tMode℄
data Conta tMode = Tel TelNr | Email EAddr

If we only have ordinary pattern mat hing we annot even write

firstTel without resorting to re ursion and auxiliary fun tions.
firstTel (Person _ modes) = aux modes
where aux (Tel nr : _) = nr
aux (_ : modes) = aux modes

Using a regular expression pattern, we an write it in one go:

firstTel (Person _ [(Email _)*, Tel nr, _*℄) = nr

The straight-forward intuition of the pattern above is that the rst
Tel in the list is pre eded by zero or more Emails (but no Tels), and
any number of other elements may follow it. We an easily write
lastTel in a similar way as
lastTel (Person _ [_*, Tel nr, (Email _)*℄) = nr

But seeing these two denitions leads to an interesting question:
What happens if we write the fun tion
someTel :: Conta t -> TelNr
someTel (Person _ [_*, Tel nr, _*℄) = nr

i.e. where the Tel in question may both be pre eded and su eeded by other Tels? Clearly this pattern is ambiguous, sin e if we
mat h it to e.g. Person "Niklas" [Tel 12345, Tel 23456,
Tel 34567℄ we an derive a mat h for either of the three TelNrs to
be bound to nr, by letting the rst * mat h either 0, 1 or 2 Tels. To
disambiguate su h issues, we adopt the poli y that a repetition pattern will always mat h as few elements as possible while still letting
the whole pattern mat h the given list. In standard terminology, our
repetition regular patterns are non-greedy. This poli y means that
someTel above will be exa tly the same as our firstTel fun tion,
sin e the rst * will now try to mat h as few elements as possible.
In some ases though, su h as lastTel, we want the greedy behavior. To this end we let the programmer spe ify if a repetition pattern
should be greedy by adding an ex lamation mark (!) to it, e.g. in
the following denition of lastTel:
lastTel (Person
2.4

[_*!, Tel nr, _*℄) = nr

Choi e patterns

Now that we've seen the power of repetition patterns, we turn
our attention to hoi e patterns. Assume that we want a fun tion
allTels that returns a list of all telephone numbers asso iated with
a onta t. Without regular expression patterns we must on e more
resort to re ursion and auxiliary fun tions.
allTels :: Conta t -> [TelNr℄
allTels (Person _ modes) = aux modes
where aux [℄ = [℄
aux (Tel nr : modes)
= nr : aux modes
aux (_ : modes) = aux modes

Using a ombination of repetition and hoi e, we an write it as
allTels (Person _ [ (Tel nr | _)* ℄) = nr

The intuition here is that ea h element in the list of onta t modes
is either a Tel or something else ( ). Every time that we en ounter
a Tel, we should in lude the asso iated TelNr in the result. As
the example shows we an a hieve this a umulation of TelNrs
with a single pattern variable. Sin e the intuition of a repetition
pattern is that its subpattern, i.e. the pattern it en loses, should be
mat hed zero or more times, the same must be true for any pattern
variables inside su h a pattern. For ea h repetition, su h a variable
will mat h a new value. Clearly the only sensible thing to do is to
let that variable bind to a list of all those mat hed values.
This treatment of variables breaks one aspe t of Haskell's linearity
property  that the o urren e of a variable in a pattern will bind

that variable to exa tly one value of the type that it mat hes. We
will therefore all su h a variable non-linear. A non-linear variable
will be bound to a list of values that it mat hes, in the order that they
were mat hed (i.e. the order in whi h they appeared in the mat hed
list). When we speak of a non-linear binding, we mean a binding
of a non-linear variable to a list of values. We will also use the
terms non-linear ontext to mean a ontext in whi h linear variables
annot appear, and non-linear patterns, by whi h we mean patterns
whose subpatterns will always be mat hed in a non-linear ontext.
By the example above we see that a repetition pattern is a nonlinear pattern, and onsequently that the variable nr appears in a
non-linear ontext. Similarly a hoi e pattern is also non-linear.
If we remove the repetition from the regular expression pattern in
allTels we get the pattern [Tel nr| ℄ for mat hing a list of exa tly one element. If that element is a Tel we will have a value to
bind to nr, but if it is an Email we have none! Thus we still annot guarantee that a variable gets one value; in this ase nr will be
bound to a list with zero or one element.
The fun tion allTels shows how regular expression patterns an
be used for ltering a list based on pattern mat hing. We an go
one step further and do partitioning, e.g.
allTelsAndEmails :: Conta t -> ([TelNr℄,[EAddr℄)
allTelsAndEmails (Person _
[(Tel nr | Email eaddr)* ℄) = (nr, eaddr)

A hoi e pattern an also be ambiguous if any of its subpatterns
overlap, as in
sillyAllTels :: Conta t -> ([TelNr℄,[TelNr℄)
sillyAllTels (Person _ [ (Tel nr | Tel mr | _)* ℄)
= (nr, mr)

To disambiguate this we adopt a rst-mat h poli y, mu h like that
of Haskell pattern mat hing. Thus we rst he k if the rst subpattern mat hes, and onsider the k:th subpattern only if no pattern
i < k mat hes. Note that we allow hoi e patterns to ontain more
than two subpatterns. Choi e patterns are right asso iative so for
example [ (Tel nr | Tel mr | )* ℄ is parenthesised like [
(Tel nr | (Tel mr | ))* ℄. Another interesting thing about
hoi e patterns is that we allow a variable to appear in both subpatterns assuming that it binds to values of the same type. For instan e,
if our datatype for modes of onta t was dened as
data Conta tMode = Home TelNr | Work TelNr

we ould dene allTels as
allTels (Person _ [(Home nr | Work nr)*℄) = nr

Variables in hoi e patterns are still non-linear even if they appear
in all subpatterns, so the fun tion
singleTel (Person _ [(Home nr | Work nr)℄) = nr

will have the type Conta t -> [TelNr℄.
2.5

Subsequen es and option patterns

Regular expressions allow grouping of elements and subexpressions using parentheses. For example, the regular expression e =
(ba) will mat h the words ba, baba et . To add this feature to our
regular expression patterns we need to introdu e some new syntax,
sin e using ordinary parentheses in Haskell will denote tuples, as in

wrongEveryOther [(_,b)*℄ = b

We (somewhat arbitrarily) hoose to denote subsequen es with (/
and /), so a orre t fun tion that pi ks out every other element from
a list an be written as
everyOther :: [a℄ -> [a℄
everyOther [(/_, b/)*℄ = b

There's a problem with the above denition though; it works for
lists of even length only. Surely we want everyOther to work for
any list. To a hieve this we ould add another de laration to the one
above like
everyOther [(/_, b/)*, _℄ = b

to at h the ases where the list is of odd length too. But ouldn't
we write these two ases as a single pattern? Indeed we an, using
a hoi e pattern
everyOther [(/_, b/)*, ((/ /) | _)℄

where (/ /) denotes the empty subsequen e, e. However, this pattern is so ommon that regular expressions dene a separate operator, ?, to denote optional regular expressions. The denition of ?
is e? = eje, and by lifting this to regular expression patterns we an
write everyOther more ompa tly as
everyOther [(/_, b/)*, _?℄ = b

Obviously, optional patterns are non-linear sin e they an be dened in terms of hoi e patterns whi h are non-linear. Just as for a
repetition pattern, an optional pattern is non-greedy by default. We
also dene greedy optional patterns by ?! in analogy with greedy
repetition patterns.
2.6

Non-empty repetition patterns

There is one more operator to dis uss, namely + that is used to denote non-empty repetition. For instan e we might require all onta ts to have at least one mode of onta t registered, either a telephone number or an email, otherwise it is an error. To enfor e this
we may want to dene allTelsAndEmails from above as
allTelsAndEmails
(Person _ [(Tel nr | Email eaddr)
,(Tel nrs | Email eaddrs)*℄)
= (nr ++ nrs, eaddr:eaddrs)

the variable all will be bound to the (non-empty) list of
Conta tModes asso iated with a onta t. This is a very useful feature to have for regular expression patterns as well, for instan e we
may want to write a fun tion that pi ks the rst two elements from
a list as
twoFirst :: [a℄ -> [a℄
twoFirst [a(/_, _/), _*℄ = a

However, adding this feature raises some interesting questions.
Firstly, what will the type of a variable bound to a regular expression pattern be? For a subsequen e it seems fairly obvious that it
will have a list type, but what about repetitions, hoi es and optional patterns? To this issue there is no obvious right answer, one
way might be to let a variable be bound to all elements mat hed by
the subpattern in analogy with impli itly bound variables. We have
hosen a slightly different approa h in whi h we assign different
types to patterns to mirror the intuition behind them.
Subsequen es and repetition patterns will both have list types
sin e they represent sequen es. There's a differen e between them
though; a subsequen e is just what the name implies, a subse tion
of the original sequen e. Thus a variable bound to it will always
have the same type as the input list, i.e. a list of elements. A repetition pattern on the other hand is a repetition of some subpattern,
and so it will have the type of a list of that subpattern. For hoi e
patterns we make use of Haskell's built-in Either type dened as
data Either a b = Left a | Right b

By using this type we an allow the left and right subpatterns of a
hoi e pattern to have different types, for instan e
singleCMode :: [Conta tMode℄
-> Either Conta tMode Conta tMode
singleCMode [a(Tel _ | Email _)℄ = a
maybeSingleTel :: [Conta tMode℄
-> Either Conta tMode [Conta tMode℄
maybeSingleTel [a(Tel _ | _*)℄ = a

Similarly for optional patterns we use another built-in Haskell type:
data Maybe a = Nothing | Just a

so if we write a fun tion
singleOrNoTel [(Email _)*,a(Tel _)?,(Email _)*℄ = a

Using + we an dene this more ompa tly as

it will have the type [Conta tMode℄ -> Maybe Conta tMode.

allTelsAndEmails (Person _ [(Tel nr | Email eaddr)+℄)
= (nr, eaddr)

One way to think about this is to see the regular expression pattern
operators as spe ial data onstru tors. In an analogy with ordinary
Haskell, we don't expe t a to have the same type in the two uses
a(Just ) and (Just a ). Nor do we expe t the a in a( ?) to
have the same type as the a in (a )?.

Modulo variables bound, p+  pp. It is non-linear and nongreedy just like *, and there is a greedy ounterpart +!.
2.7

Variable bindings and their types

Sin e we an use any Haskell pattern inside regular expression patterns, we an in parti ular use pattern variables to extra t values
from the list that we mat h against, as we have seen in various examples already. Haskell also denes a way to expli itly bind values
to a variable using the  operator. E.g. in the de laration
allCModes :: Conta t -> [Conta tMode℄
allCModes (Person _ all[(Tel _ | Email _)+℄) = all

The se ond issue on erns linear vs. non-linear binding. We have
already seen that impli it bindings, i.e bindings that arise from the
use of ordinary pattern variables, are ontext dependent; in linear
ontext they get the ordinary types, whereas in non-linear ontext
they get list types. This ontext dependen e unfortunately makes it
easy for the programmer to make mistakes, sin e it isn't lear just
by looking at a variable in the pattern what type it will have. We
annot do anything about impli it bindings, but we an avoid the
same problem for expli it binding. Therefore we let the ordinary
 operator signify linear expli it binding, the only kind available

in ordinary Haskell. For non-linear expli it binding we introdu e a
new operator : (read as ons or a umulating as). The former
may not appear in non-linear ontext, whereas the latter may appear
anywhere inside a regular expression pattern. Their differen es are
shown by the following examples:
[a(Tel _) ,
[a(Tel _)* ,
[(Tel a_) ,
[(Tel a_)* ,
[(Tel a:_)*,

_*℄
_*℄
_*℄
_*℄
_*℄

=>
=>
=>
=>
=>

a :: Conta tMode
a :: [Conta tMode℄
a :: TelNr
Not allowed!
a :: [TelNr℄

We an dene the semanti s of impli it bindings in terms of expli it bindings. In linear ontext we have that a pattern variable a
is equivalent to the pattern a . This an be seen in the example
[(Tel a), *℄ whi h is learly equivalent to [(Tel a ), *℄.
In non-linear ontext, a is equivalent to a: , as in the examples
[(Tel a)*, *℄ and [(Tel a: )*, *℄.
2.8

Further examples

Now that we've seen all the basi building blo ks that our regular
expression patterns onsist of, let us put them to some real use.
Traditionally regular expressions have been used in programming
languages for text mat hing purposes, and ertainly our regular expression patterns are well suited for this task. As an example, assume we have a spe i ation of a simple options le. An option has
a name and a value, written on a single row, where name and value
are separated with a olon and a whitespa e. Different options are
written on different lines. Here are the ontents of a sample options
le:
author: Niklas Broberg
author: Andreas Farre
author: Josef Svenningsson
title: Regular Expression Patterns
submitted: ICFP 2004

A simple parser for su h option les an be written using a regular
expression pattern as
parseOptionFile :: String -> [(String,String)℄
parseOptionFile
[(/ names:_*, ':', ' ', vals:_*, '\n' /)*℄
= zip names vals

where zip is a fun tion that takes two lists and groups the elements
pair-wise.
XML pro essing is another area that greatly benets from regular expressions, sin e proper pattern mat hing on XML fragments
requires ... mat hing of regular expressions [MvV01℄. Indeed several re ent XML- entri languages (XDu e, CDu e) in lude regular expressions as part of their pattern mat hing fa ilities.
As an example we en ode XML in Haskell using a simple datatype
data XML = Tag String [XML℄
| PCDATA String

An XML fragment is either a Tag, e.g. <P> ... </P>, whi h has
a name (a String) and a list of XML hildren, or it is PCDATA (XML
lingo for a string inside tags). This model is of ourse extremely
simplied, we've left out anything that will not dire tly add anything to our example, most notably XML attributes. Now assume

that we have a simple XML email format, where a sample email
message in this format might look like:
<MSG>
<FROM>d00nibrodtek. halmers.se</FROM>
<RCPTS>
<TO>d00farredtek. halmers.se</TO>
<TO>josefs s. halmers.se</TO>
</RCPTS>
<SUBJECT>Regular Expression Patterns</SUBJECT>
<BODY>
<P>Regular expression patterns are useful</P>
</BODY>
</MSG>

whi h would be en oded in our XML datatype as
Tag "MSG" [
Tag "FROM" [PCDATA "d00nibrodtek. halmers.se"℄,
Tag "RCPTS" [
Tag "TO" [PCDATA "d00farredtek. halmers.se"℄,
Tag "TO" [PCDATA "josefs s. halmers.se"℄
℄,
Tag "SUBJECT"
[PCDATA "Regular Expression Patterns"℄,
Tag "BODY" [
Tag "P"
[PCDATA "Regular expression patterns are useful"℄
℄
℄

We an write a fun tion to onvert messages from this XML format
into the standard RFC822 format using regular expression patterns:
xmlToRf 822 :: XML -> String
xmlToRf 822
(Tag "MSG" [
Tag "FROM" [PCDATA from℄,
Tag "RCPTS" [
(Tag "TO" [PCDATA tos℄)+
℄,
Tag "SUBJECT" [PCDATA subje t℄,
Tag "BODY" [
(Tag "P" [PCDATA paras℄)*
℄
℄) = on at
["From: ", from, rlf,
"To: ", on at (intersperse ", " tos),
rlf,
"Subje t: ", subje t, rlf, rlf,
on at (intersperse rlf paras), rlf℄
where rlf = "\r\n"
3

Syntax

The previous se tion has gone over all of regular expression patterns by example. This se tion starts the formal treatment by giving
a grammar for the syntax, whi h an be seen in gure 1. We refer to the nonterminal for Haskell's ordinary patterns as pattern and
extend it with a new produ tion for regular expression patterns.
The on rete syntax is quite lose to that of e.g. Perl [Perl℄ or
CDu e [BCF03℄ with the notable ex eption that we have nongreedy patterns as default. An extra ex lamation mark indi ates
greediness.

pattern !
j

regpat

!
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j

:::

'[' regpat1 : : : regpatn '℄'

pattern
regpat '*'['!'℄
regpat '+'['!'℄
regpat '?'['!'℄
regpat ` j ` regpat
'(/' regpat1 : : : regpatn '/)'
'(' regpat ')'
var '' regpat
var ':' regpat

f lattenT (v) = [v℄
f latten[t℄ ([℄) = [℄
f latten[t℄ (v; vs) = f lattent (v) +
+ f latten[t℄ (vs)
f lattenMaybe t (Nothing) = [℄
f lattenMaybe t (Just v) = f lattent (v)
f lattenEither t1 t2 (Le f t v) = f lattent1 (v)
f lattenEither t1 t2 (Right v) = f lattent2 (v)

We will refer to the set of bound variables in a pattern p as

Figure 1. Regular expression pattern syntax
4.2

Ordinary Haskell patterns are regular expressions patterns. The operators are repetition (*), non-empty repetition (+) and option (?).
Furthermore there are hoi e patterns indi ated by a verti al bar
and subsequen es are en losed in subsequen e bra kets. Regular
expression patterns an be en losed in parenthesis. The last two
produ tions are for linear and non-linear variable bindings. Preenden e of the operators is as follows: *, +, ?, *!, +! and ?!
binds strongest. They are followed by hoi e patterns whi h are
also right asso iative. Lastly we have  and : whi h bind weakest. All onstru ts in regular expression patterns bind stronger than
onstru tor appli ation.
4

Semanti s

In this se tion we turn to the formal semanti s for regular expression patterns. Our semanti s divides natually into two parts; one for
linear and one for non-linear patterns. The reason for this division
is that variable bindings are treated differently.
4.1

Stru ture of semanti s

We give the semanti s as an all-mat h semanti s. This leads to possibly ambiguous mat hes, the same list an be mat hed in many different ways. Sin e this may affe t how variables are bound to their
values we need to disambiguate our rules. We follow the approa h
taken by Hosoya and Pier e [HP03℄ and introdu e an ordering on
the rules indi ating whi h rule will have pre eden e when several
rules an mat h. The order is given by numbers in the name of
the rules, where lower numbers have higher pre eden e. Intuitively
this means that when building the derivation tree for a mat h, one
must always try to use the rule with the highest pre eden e rst,
and hoose the other rule only if hoosing the rst rule annot lead
to a mat h.
Before we begin with the semanti s we will dene some on epts
whi h will be used in our explanation of the semanti s. We will
use sets of variable bindings to map variables to values. A variable
binding is denoted x 7! v. In repetition patterns we will need to
merge sets of variable bindings with overlapping domains. We use
℄ to this end and dene it as follows:
x1 7! v1 ; : : : ; xn 7! vn g ℄ fx1 7! vs1 ; : : : ; xn 7! vsn g =
x1 7! v1 +
+vs1 ; : : : ; xn 7! vn +
+vsn g

f
f

When giving a semanti s for subsequen e patterns we will use a
type indexed fun tion atten to merge lists of values. It is dened
as follows:

Semanti s for linear patterns

The semanti s for linear regular expression patterns an be found
in gure 2. Due to spa e reasons we only give a few of the rules as
we explain below.
The judgement for mat hing linear patterns is denoted l 2l p !
v; b; l 0 . It should read as l is mat hed by a pattern p yielding a
value v, a set of variable bindings b, and a remainder list l 0 . l and
l 0 range over Haskell lists, where l is the list we wish to mat h and
l 0 is a (possibly empty) sufx of l that wasn't mat hed.
First of all we have a rule HM-R EG PAT that extends Haskell's pattern mat hing semanti s, denoted 2h , with regular expression patterns. It does so by performing a linear mat h.
l 2l (= p1 : : : pn =) ! l ; b; [℄
l 2h [ p1 : : : pn ℄ ! b

Here we require that the remainder list is empty i.e. that the whole
input list is su esfully mat hed. This requirement together with the
ordering on the rules determines whi h derivation must be hosen.
The base rule, LM-BASE, is that where the pattern to mat h is a
normal Haskell pattern. In this ase we piggy-ba k on Haskell's
normal me hanism for binding variables from patterns.
e 2h p ! b
e : l 2l p ! e; b; l

Apart from ordinary Haskell patterns there are two ways that we an
bind variables to values at toplevel, given by the rules LM-A S and
LM-ACC A S. The  operator simply binds the variable to a value,
whereas the : operator binds the variable to a list ontaining the
value. The behavior of : learly makes more sense in a non-linear
ontext, where the number of bound values may vary, but sin e it
is harmless to do so we have hosen to allow it to appear in linear
ontexts as well.
For subsequen es we simply mat h ea h pattern in the sequen e
in order, as stated by the rule LM-S EQ. The values produ ed after
mat hing are on atenated and the resulting disjoint sets of variable
bindings are merged. The value yielded by mat hing a subsequen e
should always be a list of elements, so before we an on atenate
the values of the sub-mat hes we need to atten these values to
simple lists. Here we need to use the typing relation on patterns
dened in se tion 5. The typing relation is dened relative to some
base type T that during the a tual mat hing will be instantiated to
the type of the elements in the mat hing list.
Mat hing a non-linear pattern in a linear ontext is identi al to
mat hing it in a non-linear ontext. This is exemplied by the rule

LM-BASE

e 2h p ! b
e : l 2l p ! e; b; l

LM-S EQ

LM-A S

l1 2l p ! v1 ; b1 ; l2
l1 2l x p ! v1 ; fx 7! v1 g [ b1 ; l2

LM-ACC A S

l1 2l p ! v1 ; b1 ; l2
l1 2l x : p ! v1 ; fx 7! [v1 ℄g [ b1 ; l2

l1 2l p1 ! v1 ; b1 ; l2 : : : ln 2l pn ! vn ; bn ; l f
gi = f lattent (vi ); pi : t
l1 2l (= p1 : : : pn =) ! g1 +
+:::+
+gn ; b1 [    [ bn ; l f

HM-R EG PAT

LM-S TAR

l1 2 p ! v; b; l2
l1 2l p ! v; b; l2

l 2l (= p1 : : : pn =) ! l ; b; [℄
l 2h [ p1 : : : pn ℄ ! b

Figure 2. Semanti s for linear regular expression patterns
LM-S TAR. The rules for the rest of the operators are similar and
are left out due to spa e restri tions.
4.3

Semanti s for non-linear patterns

The relation for mat hing in a non-linear ontext, denoted l 2 p !
v; b; l 0 (the only differen e in syntax is that we drop the subs ript
on 2), is similar to the relation for linear ontexts. It differs in two
ru ial aspe ts, namely variable bindings and that we handle nonlinear patterns. The rules an be found in gure 3.
The base rule M-BASE is on e again that where the pattern to mat h
is an ordinary Haskell pattern. Sin e the mat hing now takes pla e
in a non-linear ontext, the values of variables being bound while
mat hing this pattern are put into lists instead of just being bound
outright. Binding variables expli itly in a non-linear ontext an
only be done using the : (a umulating as) operator that binds its
variable argument to a list of the value mat hing its pattern argument, as shown in the rule M-ACCUM A S.
The rule for mat hing a subsequen e, M-S EQ, is identi al to LMS EQ ex ept that subpatterns in the sequen e are also mat hed in a
non-linear ontext.
The rules for a repetition pattern, M-S TAR 1 and M-S TAR 2, give
a non-greedy semanti s to the operator by giving the rule for not
mat hing higher pre eden e than the rule for a tually mat hing the
subpattern. The rst rule simply doesn't try to mat h anything,
whereas the se ond rule mat hes the given subpattern p on e and
then re urses to obtain more mat hes. The value obtained from
mat hing p is then prepended to the result values of the re ursive
se ond premise. Similarly the values of bound values are prepended
to the bindings from the re ursive all. To get a greedy semanti s
in the rules M-GS TAR 1 and M-GS TAR 2 we simply swap the order
of the rules to give pre eden e to preforming a mat h.
The non-empty repetition pattern operator p+ is dened as p+ 
pp , similarly its greedy ounterpart p+ !  pp !, and the rules MP LUS and M-GP LUS an easily be derived from these fa ts.
The rules M-O PT 1 and M-O PT 2 for optional patterns are very similar to the rules for repeating patterns, only that no re ursion to
obtain more mat hes is done. The values returned by an optional
pattern are of the Haskell Maybe type for optional values.
For hoi e regular expression patterns we return values of the
Haskell Either type to indi ate whi h hoi e was taken. In the
rules M-C HOICE 1 and M-C HOICE 2 we give pre eden e for mat hing the left pattern. Furthermore all variables o uring only in the
bran h not taken are assigned empty lists.

5

Well-formed regular expression patterns

We now turn our attention to the stati semanti s of regular expression patterns. We will refer to the stati semanti s as wellformedness of regular expression patterns.
There are two reasons why we need a stati semanti s. The rst
reason on erns where and how a variable is bound in a pattern. In
ordinary patterns a variable may appear only on e, with the notable
ex eption for or-patterns found in O aml and SML/NJ. In these languages all alternatives must bind exa tly the same set of variables.
We have similar yet more liberal restri tions on variable bindings.
Bound variables must not ne essarily be bound in all alternatives in
a hoi e pattern.
The se ond reason is that we need to ensure that the types of the
bound variables are orre t. The same variable should in parti ular
have the same type for all its o urren es in a hoi e pattern.
To express the well-formedness of a regular expression pattern we
use the judgment D `l p whi h says that a (linear) regular expression pattern p is well-formed in the typing ontext D. The typing
ontext D gives types to the variables bound in the pattern. When
he king the validity of patterns in a non-linear ontext we use the
judgment D ` p whi h is similar to the judgment for linear patterns.
We will also refer to the well-formedness of patterns in Haskell,
using the judgment D `h p. We refer to Faxén's paper for a stati
semanti s of Haskell patterns [Fax02℄. We require that D `h p an
only be derived if p binds exa tly the variables in the typing ontext D. Finally we will need a notion of types for regular expression
patterns. We use the judgment p :: t to say that the pattern p has the
type t.
Che king the well-formedness of a regular expression pattern as
an ordinary pattern in the host language is done using the following
rule. Is is noteworthy that we split the typing ontext. All the typing
ontexts Di must bind different names. We use this to enfor e that
a variable may only be bound on e.
l p1 : : : Dn `l pn
/ 8i j :i 6= j
Di \ D j = 0
n ` h [ p1 : : : p n ℄

D1 `

D1 : : : D

The rules for establishing well-formedness of linear patterns an be
found in gure 4. In this se tion we only present the rules for nongreedy operators as the rules for greedy ounterparts are exa tly the
same. The only interesting thing to note about the rules for , + and
? is the fa t that when he king their subpatterns we are in a nonlinear ontext and therefore use the orresponding judgment for the
premises. The rule for sequen es is reminis ent of that for regular
expression patterns in the ontext of ordinary patterns explained
above.

M-BASE

e 2h p ! b
e : l 2 p ! e; s; l

p

l2

!

[℄; b; l

b

M-P LUS

l1 2 p ! v1 ; b1 ; l2 l2 2 p ! v2 ; b2 ; l3
l 1 2 p + ! v1 : v 2 ; b 1 ℄ b 2 ; l 3

M-O PT 1
M-GO PT 1

l1 2 p ! v1 ; b1 ; l2
l1 2 x: p ! v1 ; fx 7! [v1 ℄g [ b1 ; l2

l 2 p? ! Nothing; b; l

M-GS TAR 2
M-GP LUS

M-GO PT 2

M-O PT 2

= fx 7! [℄j x 2 vars( p)g

b

l1 2 p ! v1 ; b1 ; l2
l1 2 p? ! (Just v1 ); b1 ; l2

l 2 p?! ! Nothing; b; l

l1 2 p1 ! v1 ; b; l2
l1 2 ( p1 j p2 ) ! (Le f t v1 ); s; l2

s

= b [ fx

l1 2 p2 ! v1 ; b1 ; l2
l1 2 ( p1 j p2 ) ! (Right v1 ); b; l2

b

= b1 [ fx

M-C HOICE 1

l 2 p ! ! [℄; b; l

l1 2 p ! v1 ; b1 ; l2 l2 2 p ! ! v2 ; b2 ; l3
l1 2 p+ ! ! v1 : v2 ; b1 ℄ b2 ; l3

= fx 7! [℄j x 2 vars( p)g

b

l1 2 p ! v1 ; b1 ; l2
l1 2 p?! ! (Just v1 ); b1 ; l2

M-C HOICE 2

l1 2 p ! v1 ; b1 ; l2 l2 2 p ! v2 ; b2 ; l3
l1 2 p ! v1 : v2 ; b1 ℄ b2 ; l3

M-S TAR 2

= fx 7! [℄j x 2 vars( p)g

l1 2 p ! v1 ; b1 ; l2 l2 2 p ! ! v2 ; b2 ; l3
l1 2 p ! ! v1 : v2 ; b1 ℄ b2 ; l3

M-GS TAR 1

M-ACC A S

= fx 7! [v℄j x 7! v 2 bg

l 1 2 p1 ! v 1 ; b 1 ; l 2 : : : l n 2 pn ! v n ; b n ; l f
gi = f lattent (vi ); vi :: t
l1 2 (= p1 : : : pn =) ! g1 +
+:::+
+gn ; b1 [    [ bn ; l f

M-S EQ
M-S TAR 1

s

7!

= fx 7! [℄j x 2 vars( p)g

b

[℄j x 2 vars( p2 )g n vars( p1 ))

7!

[℄j x 2 vars( p1 )g n vars( p2 ))

Figure 3. Semanti s for non-linear regular expression patterns
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Figure 4. Wellformed linear regular expression patterns
The variable binding rules are interesting to ontrast against ea h
others. As-patterns are well-formed if the variable is bound to
a pattern with the same type as the variable. A umulating aspatterns on the other hand may mat h several times so the type of
the variable must be a list.
In gure 5 we present the rules for establishing the well-formedness
of non-linear patterns. Most of the rules arry over straightforwardly from those for linear patterns. It should be noted though
that the rule for ordinary patterns rebuilds the typing ontext so that
all variables have list types.
Figure 6 gives the typing rules for regular expression patterns. The
intuition behind these rules is that a pattern has a type whi h ree ts the ways it an mat h. For example a pattern whi h an mat h
many times has a list type, hen e variables bound to  and + patterns get list types. Choi e patterns an mat h one of two things
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Figure 5. Wellformed regular expression patterns
p :: t

p

:: [t℄

p :: t

p+ :: [t℄

p1 :: t1 : : : pn :: tn

(= p1 : : : pn =) :: [T ℄

p :: t q :: t0
pjq :: Either t t0
p :: t
x p :: t

p :: t
p? :: Maybe t

p :: t
x: p :: t

hpat :: T

Figure 6. Typing rules for regular expression patterns
whi h is aptured by the Either type of Haskell. A sequen e pattern mat hes yields a sequen e and hen e it also has a list type.
Variable binding patterns don't affe t the typing. The last typing
rule for ordinary patterns in the underlying language is more surprising, sin e it refers to a spe i type T. This means that the typing rules should be interpreted in a ontext where we are mat hing
on a list of type [T℄, i.e. T is the type of the elements of the list.

6

Implementation

We urrently have an implementation of our regular expression pattern system that works as a prepro essor for GHC. It takes a sour e
ode le possibly ontaining regular expression patterns and translates it into semanti ally equivalent vanilla Haskell ode. It also
omes with a mat hing engine, whi h we implement as a simple
parser monad. The prepro essor does not he k any types, instead
we rely on GHC's type he ker to at h type errors.
6.1

Mat hing engine

The datatype for a mat hing parser, whi h we from now on will
refer to as a mat her, looks like
data Mat her e a = Mat her ([e℄ -> [(a,[e℄)℄)

It is essentially a fun tion that takes an input list, ondu ts a mat h,
and returns a list of results. Ea h result will onsist of a value, a
set of values for bound variables, and a remainder list. All of this is
read dire tly from our semanti rules.
Sin e different variables will be bound to values of different types,
we need to model the set of bindings as a tuple, with ea h entry
orresponding to the value(s) for one spe i variable. As is ustomary, we let the remainder list be the state of the mat her monad,
so that it is impli itly threaded through a series of mat hes. The
individual mat her fun tions then need to return a value for future
bindings, and a tuple with values for variables.
To a ount for our all-mat h semanti s the parser generates a list of
results at ea h step. At pla es where we need to bran h we an use
the +++ operator whi h lets us pro eed with two different mat hers.
We dene +++ as
(+++) :: Mat her e a -> Mat her e a -> Mat her e a
(Mat her f) +++ (Mat her g) =
Mat her (\es -> let aes1 = f es
aes2 = g es
in aes1 ++ aes2)

As we an see from the denition +++ is left-biased, i.e. any results
from its left operand will end up before any results from its right
operand in the list of results. This allows us to dene a fun tion
that ondu ts the full mat hing by, as dened by our rst-mat h
poli y, sele ting the rst result in this list of results for whi h the
mat her has rea hed the end of the input list (i.e. the remainder list
is empty). This fun tion, alled runMat h, orresponds to the rule
HM-R EG PAT from gure 2, and is dened as
runMat h :: Mat h e a -> [e℄ -> Maybe a
runMat h (Mat her f) es =
let allps = f es
allMat hes = filter (null . snd) allps
in ase allMat hes of
[℄
-> Nothing
(((_, vars),_):_) -> Just vars
6.2

Translation

The basi idea behind translating a regular expression pattern into
vanilla Haskell is to generate a mat her for ea h subpattern, all the
way down to ordinary Haskell patterns, and then ombine these to
form a top-level mat her orresponding to the whole of the pattern.

6.2.1

Base patterns

The base ase is when the pattern in question is an ordinary Haskell
pattern. First we must generate a fun tion that a tually takes an
element from the input list and tries to mat h it to the given pattern.
For example, if the pattern in question is Tel nr, the orresponding
fun tion would look like
mat h0 :: CMode -> Maybe TelNr
mat h0 e = ase e of
Tel nr -> Just (nr)
_ -> Nothing

No type signatures are a tually generated, we just supply them here
to simplify understanding. To avoid overly long signatures we abbreviate Conta tMode with CMode in our examples.
What the fun tion returns if the mat h su eeds is a tuple ontaining the values of bound variables. The fun tion above works in
linear ontext sin e we return the bound variable as is. If we instead wanted a fun tion to work in non-linear ontext, we would
wrap the values in lists, like
mat h0 :: CMode -> Maybe [TelNr℄
mat h0 e = ase e of
Tel nr -> Just ([nr℄)
_ -> Nothing

We also need to lift a generated mat hing fun tion into the mat her
monad. This lifting works identi ally regardless of what the pattern is, so we have a fun tion in the mat her engine that does this,
dened as
baseMat h :: (e -> Maybe a) -> Mat her e (e,a)
baseMat h mat her = do
e <- getElement
ase mat her e of
Nothing -> mfail
Just b -> do dis ard
return (e, b)

The fun tions used by baseMat h are inherent to our mat her
monad. getElement retreives the head of the input list, dis ard
drops the head of the input list, and mfail is a mat her that always
returns an empty list of results. We now need to generate a mat her
by applying baseMat h to our generated fun tion, i.e.
mat h1 :: Mat her CMode (CMode, TelNr)
mat h1 = baseMat h mat h0

The type states that mat h1 is a mat her for a list of CModes. The
value mat hed is a CMode, and the only variable bound is of type
TelNr. The numbers 0 and 1 in the names of these fun tions signify
that ea h name is fresh, i.e. these numbers ould be any positive
integers, but no two fun tions share the same integer.
For Haskell patterns that are guaranteed to always mat h, i.e. pattern variables and wild ards ( ), we an simplify these steps. For a
wild ard, what we need to generate is the mat her
mat h0 :: Mat her e (e, ())
mat h0 = baseMat h (\_ -> Just ())

meaning we will always mat h, and no variables are bound. The
only differen e for a pattern variable is that the variable in question
is also bound, e.g. for the pattern a we get

mat h0 :: Mat her e (e, e)
mat h0 = baseMat h (\a -> Just (a))

On e again the shown fun tion works in linear ontext, in nonlinear ontext we would wrap the returned a in a list.
6.2.2

Repetition

All regular expression patterns have one or more subpatterns, and
the rst step when translating a regular expression pattern will be to
translate these subpatterns. For a repetition pattern, p, we would
rst translate the subpattern p into some mat her fun tion mat hX.
A ording to the rules M-S TAR 1 and M-S TAR 2, a mat her for
a repetition pattern should if possible ontinue without trying to
mat h anything, otherwise it should mat h one element and then reursively mat h the repetition pattern again. This behavior is ommon to all repetition patterns so we dene it as a fun tion in the
mat hing engine:
manyMat h :: Mat h e a -> Mat h e [a℄
manyMat h mat her = (return [℄) +++
(do a <- mat her
as <- manyMat h mat her
return (a:as))

The problem with this denition is that manyMat h returns a list in
whi h ea h element is the result of one step of the re ursion. We
need to unpa k this list so that we instead return a tuple, in whi h
ea h entry is a list of results for a spe i variable binding. We
annot do this generi ally sin e the number of bound variables, and
thus the size of the tuple, will vary. Therefore we must supply an
appropriate unzipping fun tion that works for the orre t number
of variables. The exa t fun tion to use an be determined by the
prepro essor, that has the ne essary meta-information on what variables are bound. Note that all variables inside the repetition will be
non-linear, so the result of mat hing a variable in ea h step of the
re ursion will be a list of values. If we only unzip to get a list of
su h results for ea h variable, what we would really get is a list of
lists of values. Thus to get a list of values we should also let the
unzipping fun tion on atenate the results for ea h variable in the
resulting tuple.
Inside manyMat h the unpa king will be done in two steps. The rst
is to simply unzip the list into two lists, one ontaining all values (vi
from the rules), the other ontaining all values of bound variables.
In the se ond step we need to apply the supplied unzipping-andon atenating fun tion to the latter list to get the variable values
proper. This new improved manyMat h will thus look like
manyMat h :: Mat her e (a,b) -> ([b℄ -> )
-> Mat her e ([a℄, )
manyMat h mat her unzipper = do
res <- mMat h mat her
let (vals, vars) = unzip res
vs = unzipper vars
return (vals, vs)

where mMat h is our old denition of manyMat h.
As an example, we show the translation of the pattern (Tel nr)*.
The rst step is to translate the subpattern Tel a, whi h we have
already seen how to do. The new fun tion that we generate will
then look like
mat h2 :: Mat her CMode ([CMode℄,[TelNr℄)
mat h2 = manyMat h mat h1 unzip1

assuming the mat her for the subpattern is alled mat h1. The
fun tion unzip1 here is simply the on at fun tion, sin e there
is only one variable bound. To a ount for the greedy version of
a repetition pattern, *!, we simply ip the arguments to +++ in
manyMat h, whi h will give a higher priority to the ase when we
a tually mat h an element.
Non-empty repetition patterns, +, are very similar to ordinary repetition patterns, the only differen e is of ourse that we make an
initial mat h before starting the re ursion, as shown in
neManyMat h :: Mat her e (a,b) -> ([b℄ ->
-> Mat her e ([a℄, )
neManyMat h mat her unzipper = do
res1 <- mat her
res <- mMat h mat her
let (vals, vars) = unzip (res1:res)
vs = unzipper vars
return (vals, vs)
6.2.3

)

Choi e and Optional patterns

Choi e patterns are slightly tri kier to handle be ause of the way
variables are bound. As we saw in the rules M-C HOICE 1 and MC HOICE 2, any variables appearing in the other bran h than the one
being mat hed should be bound to empty lists. This is very dif ult
to handle generi ally sin e we need a ess to the meta-information
of variable names. Thus we instead generate the full ode for the
hoi e pattern during translation. As an example we translate the
pattern (Tel nr | Email eaddr). We start by translating the
subpatterns, resulting in two fun tions that we assume are named
mat h1 and mat h2. The ode generated for the hoi e pattern will
be
mat h3 :: Mat her CMode
(Either CMode CMode, ([TelNr℄,[EAddr℄))
mat h3 = (do (val, (a)) <- mat h1
return (Left val, (a, [℄)))
+++
(do (val, (b)) <- mat h2
return (Right val, ([℄, b)))

where we have tagged the result value of the pattern mat h with the
respe tive onstru tors from the Either type.
The story is very similar for optional patterns, but this time all variables should be bound to empty lists if no mat h is done. For the
pattern (Tel nr)? we get
mat h4 :: Mat her CMode (Maybe CMode, [TelNr℄)
mat h4 = (return (Nothing, [℄)) +++
(do (val, (a)) <- mat h1
return (Just val, a))

For a greedy optional pattern we would simply swit h the arguments to +++, just as for repetition patterns.
6.2.4

Subsequen es

The tri kiest pattern to implement is subsequen e, due to the need
for attening. As we saw in se tion 5, attening is done based on
the type of a subpattern (with respe t to some base type for elements in the input list), whi h means that the prepro essor must
keep tra k of these types in order to insert the proper attening fun tions. For a pattern (/ (Tel nr)?, (Email eaddr)* /) we get

the following translation, assuming the two subpatterns are translated into mat her fun tions mat h1 and mat h2 respe tively:
mat h5 :: Mat her CMode ([CMode℄, ([TelNr℄,[EAddr℄))
mat h5 = do (v1, (a)) <- mat h1
(v2, (b)) <- mat h2
let v1f = maybe [℄ (\v -> [v℄) v1
v2f = on atMap (\v -> [v℄) v2
return (v1f ++ v2f, (a,b))

The value v1 is the result of mat h1, i.e. the mat her for (Tel
nr)?, so it will have type Maybe CMode. To atten it we use the
built-in Haskell fun tion maybe that takes two arguments, one that
is a default value to return if it en ounters a Nothing (in this ase
[℄), the other a fun tion to apply to a value held by a Just (in this
ase the attening fun tion for a value of the base type). Similarly
v2 omes from mat h2, so its type will be [CMode℄. We atten it
using the built-in fun tion on atMap that takes a fun tion, applies
is to all elements of a list, and then on atenates the results.
6.2.5

Variable bindings

Finally we turn to the expli it binding operators. Binding a variable
to a value in our mat her means to add that value to the result tuple. Sin e an expli itly bound variable synta ti ally appears to the
left of any variables in its subpattern, we add the value in the leftmost position in the tuple, i.e. before those bound in the subpattern.
Thus we know that the values in the result of the top-level mat her
should be bound to variables from left to right in the order they
appear in the pattern. As an example onsider the pattern a(Tel
nr | Email eaddr). We rst translate the subpattern (Tel nr |
Email eaddr) into a mat her mat h1. The mat her generated for
the variable binding will then be
mat h2 :: Mat her CMode (Either CMode CMode,
(Either CMode CMode,[TelNr℄,[Eaddr℄))
mat h2 = do (val, (nr, eaddr)) <- mat h1
return (val, (val, nr, eaddr))

If we had instead used non-linear binding, i.e. a:(Tel nr |
Email eaddr), we would get a list for the returned value, i.e.
mat h2 :: Mat her CMode
(Either CMode CMode,
([Either CMode CMode℄,[TelNr℄,[Eaddr℄))
mat h2 = do (val, (nr, eaddr)) <- mat h1
return (val, ([val℄, nr, eaddr))
6.3

Mat hing

Now we know how to translate a regular expression pattern into a
top-level mat her fun tion, what is left is to insert and invoke the
generated mat her at the right pla e to preserve the pattern mat hing semanti s. To this end we use Haskell pattern guards [EPJ00℄
that allow us to evaluate a fun tion and pattern mat h on the result
as part of the original pattern mat h. The fun tion that we so wish
to evaluate is runMat h applied to our generated top-level mat her
and the input list that we wish to mat h. For our mat her fun tions
to be in s ope we add them to the where lause of the de laration
that the regular expression pattern appears in. To show a omplete
example of the translation of a fun tion de laration we revisit our
fun tion allTels dened as
allTels (Person _ [(Tel nr | _)*℄) = nr

sin e it ontains several different features of regular expression patterns. The translated version of this fun tion will look like
allTels (Person _ arg0)
| Just (nr) <- runMat h mat h5 arg0 = nr
where mat h0 e = ase e of
Tel nr -> Just ([nr℄)
_ -> Nothing
mat h1 = baseMat h mat h0
mat h2 = baseMat h (\_ -> Just ())
mat h3 = (do (val, (nr)) <- mat h1
return (Left val, (nr)))
+++
(do (val, ()) <- mat h2
return (Right val, ([℄)))
mat h4 = manyMat h mat h3 unzip1
mat h5 = do (v1, (nr)) <- mat h4
let v1f = on atMap
(either (\v -> [v℄)
(\v -> [v℄))
v1
return (v1f, (nr))

The fun tions mat h0 and mat h1 together orrespond to the pattern (Tel nr). Note the list around the returned variable nr signaling that the pattern is mat hed in a non-linear ontext. mat h2
orresponds to the pattern . Combining these two into a hoi e
patterns yields (Tel nr | ), whi h is translated to mat h3. On
top of that we add a repetition, whi h gives us mat h4 when translated. Finally sin e the top-level pattern should be mat hed as a
subsequen e, as seen in the rule HM-R EG PAT, we translate it into
mat h5. The a tual mat hing is done in the pattern guard that applies runMat h to the mat her and the input list. The latter is held
by an automati ally generated fresh variable, in this ase arg0. It is
also interesting to note that the a tual binding of variables to values
does not happen until runMat h is evaluated. Any mention of variable names in the mat her fun tions, e.g. nr in mat h0, are only
there as mnemoni aids to a human reader. We ould hange all
su h names to freshly generated variable names without hanging
any semanti s.
In Haskell, patterns an appear in numerous pla es su h as fun tion de larations, ase expressions, let expressions, statements
et . Translating regular expression patterns into vanilla Haskell is
slightly different depending on just where the pattern appears. The
generated mat hers will be identi al in all ases, but the pla ement
of them and of the evaluation may differ. We will not go through
these differen es in detail, but our implementation handles all ases
orre tly. Irrefutable (lazy) patterns also require spe ial are, and
we have yet to implement support for them in full.
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Related Work

Pattern mat hing is a well-known and mu h studied feature of fun tional languages [Aug85, Wad87, Mar92, Mar94℄. It provides the
startingpoint for the work presented in this paper.
Regular expressions have been used in programming for a long
time, mostly for text mat hing purposes. Perl's support for regular expressions is probably one of the most well-known [Perl℄, but
most mainstream languages, in luding Haskell, have some library
support for regular expression text mat hing. Regular expressions
in su h libraries are themselves en oded as strings. Mat hing them
means taking two strings, where one en odes a regular expression,
and mat h them to ea h other. This is in some sense very low-

level when ompared to our regular expression patterns sin e there
are no guarantees that regular expressions en oded as strings are
well-formed, and there is no dire t way to bind variables to values
during a mat h. Yet another drawba k is of ourse that su h regular
expressions work on strings only, whereas our regular expression
patterns work over lists of any datatype.
The re ent trend in XML- entri languages has led to several new
languages with support for regular expression pattern mat hing
su h as XMLambda [MS99℄, XDu e [HP03℄ and CDu e [BCF03℄.
Most similar to ours is probably CDu e, a general purpose XMLentri programming language. The main fo us in this language is
its regular expression types whi h are used to validate XML do uments. Borrowing from XDu e they also have regular expression
patterns whi h are tightly oupled with the type system. This allows for very pre ise type information to be propagated in the right
hand side of a pattern. The main differen e with our work is the
lose onne tion with the type system. Our extension is little more
than just synta ti sugar whi h makes it very easy to implement.
Another re ently developed language that features regular expression patterns is S ala [S ala℄. S ala is a multi paradigm language
supporting both obje t oriented and fun tional programming. Its
regular expression fa ility is rather similar to ours but differs at the
following points. Firstly, there is only one variable binding onstru t whi h has a ontext dependent behaviour. Se ondly, S ala
has non-greedy operators just as we do but have no greedy ounterparts. This an make some patterns awkward to express. S ala's
regular expression patterns work for arbitrary sequen es.
There has been some work in extending Haskell with the full power
of XDu e, alled XHaskell [LS04℄. This work fo uses on tting the
type system of XDu e into Haskell and en oding it using Haskell's
lass system. They also have regular expression patterns but these
are intimately oupled with regular expression types and do not
work together with ordinary pattern mat hing.
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